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Abstract
We present a joint mixture model for integrating anatomical

information in ECT reconstruction. The mixture model acts
as a Bayesian prior with the added benefit of the anatomical
segmentation pixel-region labels guiding the reconstruction
process. An additional hyper-prior on the mixture occupation
probability is introduced. This has the novel interpretation of
maximizing the mutual information between the anatomical
image and the evolving ECT reconstruction. Results are
presented on a phantom with the bias/variance tradeoff being
the indicator of performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Maximum likelihood (ML) tomographic reconstruction is
hampered by the loss of information (due to noise and other
factors) in the projection imaging process. One approach to
obtaining improved reconstructions is to use priors that reflect
the nature of the underlying radionuclide distribution. Recently
[3, 5, 1], in emission tomography (SPECT and PET), there has
been considerable interest in incorporating side information
derived from highly correlated anatomical information (such
as MR) in the form of Bayesian priors. The main attraction
of this approach is that one can expect to obtain improved
reconstructions to the extent that function follows anatomy.

While the correlation of the spatial distribution of the
intensities in functional images and their (co-registered)
anatomical counterparts is high, there is no relationship
between the actualvalues of the two intensity patterns
even in similar regions. Consequently, we can expect
to gain more purchase from using the anatomical region
segmentation information rather than the intensity information
in tomographic reconstruction. However, there are likely to be
many situations where the pixel-region labels in anatomy and
function are not in accord. For example, there could be a lesion
which is present in the radionuclide distribution but absent in
the anatomical image. Therefore, we need a prior model which
takes into account the good but not perfect correlation between
a segmented and registered anatomical image and the evolving
tomographic reconstruction.

We have chosen ajoint mixture prior model to represent
the use of the segmented and registered anatomical side
information. In contrast to a standard mixture model, the
joint mixture model allows for the separate variation of the
pixel-region classification information in the anatomical and
functional images. This allows us to express the possibility of a
functional lesion that extends across many anatomical classes.
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Since the anatomical pixel-region segmentation information is
assumed to be available for tomographic reconstruction, we
have expressed this as a natural constraint in the joint mixture
model. We also employ a prior on the joint mixtureoccupation
probability to express the tight coupling between anatomy
and function region labels. This prior taken in conjunction
with the joint mixture model has the novel interpretation as
mutual informationmaximization between the anatomical and
functional regions [8].

After representing our computational problem via the joint
mixture model, we design an Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm to find the Bayesian maximuma posteriori (MAP)
estimate. Since the functional “side” of the joint mixture uses
a mixture of Gamma parameterization, we are able to obtain
closed-form solutions for almost all the unknown parameters
w.r.t. the “frozen” values of the other parameters. The resulting
algorithm is an alternation between an EM for the likelihood
term and an EM for the joint mixtures, termed the EM2

algorithm. The algorithm estimates, in turn, the pixel-region
classification probabilities of the constrained joint mixture,
the joint occupation probabilities, the Gamma distribution
parameters and the functional image.

II. THE JOINT MIXTURE MODEL

In this section, we begin with a brief description of the
likelihood formulation of tomographic reconstruction. Then we
proceed with the development of the joint mixture model with
a special emphasis on the prior on the occupation probability.
After this somewhat general description we detail the use of the
mixture of Gamma distribution on the functional “side” of the
joint mixture model. With the likelihood and priors specified,
we finish with the specification of the EM2 algorithm.

We now write down the likelihood for our problem.
Essentially, the likelihood specifies the forward model for
generating the observed projection data from the underlying
radionuclide source distribution. We assume that the detector
noise if Poisson and that the detector bin counts are independent
of one another. The likelihood is
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where g is the projection data,f is the underlying source
distribution andH is the forward projection matrix.G andF
are the associated random fields. The measurement physics is
incorporated inH.



The corresponding negative log-likelihood is
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Despite the nonlinear nature of the above log-likelihood, the
well known EM algorithm that maximizes the log-likelihood
has a simple, elegant form. This is due to a conversion from the
above incomplete data likelihood to a complete data likelihood
energy function [4].
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In (3), c is the complete data corresponding to the number of
photons emanating from pixelj that are detected at detectori.
� is a Lagrange parameter vector that expresses the complete-
incomplete data constraint

P
j cij = gi. It is possible to solve

for the three unknownsc; f and the Lagrange parameter� by
differentiating w.r.t. the variable and setting the result to zero.
This yields an EM algorithm that maximizes the likelihood in
(1).
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The final algorithm after eliminatingC has a simple form.
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While the above derivation is somewhat idiosyncratic, it is
especially useful for our purposes. We were able to convert
the original log likelihood into a constrained energy function
from which the well known EM algorithm emerges as a
straightforward alternating algorithm. Exactly the same
approach is used later in the constrained joint mixture energy
function.

The joint mixture prior is written as follows:
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In (6), h is the anatomical image withH being the associated
random field. � is the occupation probabilityof the two
intensity images in aK � L region label cross product
space. (The constraints on� are�ab � 0; 8a 2 f1; :::;Kg;
8b 2 f1; :::; Lg and

P
ab �ab = 1.) The common index

j 2 f1; :::; Ng on f andh denotes a pixel location in either
image. As mentioned previously, the images are assumed
to be registered. The parameters�1 and �2 are associated
with the basic modeling distributions of the joint mixture

model. The anatomical image segmentation information is
provided via the matrixfWbjg. Essentially, the matrixfWbjg
contains the degree of membership of pixelj of the anatomical
image in classb 2 f1; :::; Lg. (The constraints onfWbjg are
Wbj � 0;8b 2 f1; :::; Lg and

P
bWbj = 1). Note that this

degree of membership directly affects the overall probability of
pixel j in equation 6. The segmentation informationfWbjg is
assumed known. It plays a vital role in the computation of the
pixel memberships in the functional image.

f; F ECT reconstruction, associated random field
g; G Projection data, associated random field
h; H MR image, associated random field
c; C Complete data, associated random field
j ECT and co-registered MR pixel index
i Detector bin index
a ECT reconstruction class index
K Total number of ECT classes
L Total number of MR classes
N Total number of ECT (or MR) pixels
b MR class index
H Forward projection matrix
fWbjg MR pixel-region segmentation field
fzab;jg Joint classification of ECT and MR pixels
f�abg Occupation probability of ECT AND MR classes

f�
(1)
a g ECT parameters in joint mixture kernel
f�

(2)
b g MR parameters in joint mixture kernel
f�a; �ag Mixture of Gamma parameters

After specifying the joint mixture model, we turn to the prior
on the occupation probability matrix�. If a perfect overlap
existed between the regions in the functional and anatomical
image, the matrix� would be a square matrix and without
loss of generality, the diagonal elements would represent the
common pixels in the overlapping regions. On the other hand,
if the anatomical and functional regions were independent of
one another,� could be factored into a product of a column and
a row vector with the column (row) vector consisting of the
occupancy probabilities of the functional (anatomical) image.
The prior on� can be viewed as a complexity term which when
combined with the joint mixture model has the interpretation
of maximizing the mutual information of�. We return to this
point after further development of the Bayesian joint mixture
model.
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whereZ is the partition function. This partition function is a
configuration space integral over all� satisfying the constraints
�ab � 0; 8a 2 f1; :::;Kg; 8b 2 f1; :::; Lg and

P
ab �ab = 1.

From Bayes rule, we know that the log-posterior is
proportional to the sum of the log-likelihood and the log-prior.
The log-prior energy function corresponding to the constrained
joint mixture model is
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As in the case of the tomographic likelihood, it is possible
to go from the incomplete data constrained joint mixture
energy function to the complete data constrained joint mixture
energy function. This conversion was (to our knowledge)
first pointed out by Hathaway [4] for the canonical single
mixture case. The extension to the joint mixture case is
straightforward. The complete data energy function uses a
new complete data variablefzab;jg which is a discrete joint
classification variable. The new constraints onz arezab;j � 0;PK

a=1 zab;j = Wbj ;8b 2 f1; :::; Lg;8j 2 f1; :::; Ng andP
N

j=1
zab;j

N
= �ab. These constraints taken in conjunction with

the constraint
P

bWbj = 1 imply that
P

ab zab;j = 1. Note the
appearance of the anatomical segmentation labelsfWbjg in the
above constraints. The complete data constrained joint mixture
energy function (after adding the log-prior on� terms) is
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The energy function corresponding to the log-posterior is

E(c; f; z; �; �1; �2) = Ecmplikl(c; f)+Ecmpmix(f; z; �; �
1; �2)

(10)

We have not yet specified the modeling distributions
Pr(Fj = fj jHj = hj ; �

1
a) and Pr(Hj = hj j�

2
b ). The first

simplifying assumption we make is the independence of the
functional image pixel conditional density function w.r.t.
the corresponding anatomical image pixel. This assumption
is clearly limiting and forces� to mediate all of the real
“coupling” between the anatomical and functional images.
The main reason for this assumption is ignorance. While we
could model the conditional or even the joint density function
p(fj ; hj j�ab) using (say) a multivariate Gaussian for each pair
(a; b), this greatly increases the number and complexity of the
estimation procedure of the mixture parameters�.

We use a Gamma prior for the prior densityp(fj j�1). The
Gamma prior is motivated by the fact that it is conjugate to the
Poisson distribution (used in the likelihood model). Conjugate
priors usually result in highly analytically tractable posterior
estimates. The use of mixture models in conjunction with
conjugate modeling distributions will not change that fact.
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The mean of a gamma distribution parameterized in this manner

is �a and the variance is�
2
a
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The complete data constrained joint mixture energy function
with the Gamma prior in place is
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We have now specified in great detail the likelihood, the
joint mixture with the Gamma distribution as the basic
modeling distribution, the prior on� (motivated by mutual
information) and the constraints due to the available anatomical
segmentation informationfWbjg. In addition, we have written
down constrained complete data joint mixture energy functions
as well as the complete data likelihood. Next, we develop the
EM2 algorithm to minimize the complete data log-posterior
energy function.

The EM2 Algorithm: Mutual Information

Initialize (z; �; �; �; f)

Begin A: EM1. Do A until f converges
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End B

End A

We now write the full complete data energy function which
encompasses the complete data tomographic likelihood as well
as the complete data joint mixture prior. Essentially, the total
energy function is a summation of the energy functions in (3)
and in (12).
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This is the final energy function used in this paper. The final
set of update equations are derived by differentiating w.r.t. each
variable in the transformed energy function and setting the result



to zero. This gives us the EM2 algorithm which is presented in
the pseudo-code.

III. RESULTS

We generated 300K simulated projection data counts using
the phantom in Figure 1. Noiseless projections were generated
via line integrals (Radon transform) followed by the addition
of Poisson noise. Anecdotal reconstructions using all seven
algorithms are shown in Figure 1. The EM-1 reconstruction was
obtained with a minimum mean squared error stopping criterion
(� 20). EM-2 used a much larger iteration cap of about 100
iterations. MIX—the mixture of Gamma prior with no MR
information—was executed using an EM-1 initial condition. We
assume that the number of ET classes are known to be four. The
inner EM loop used a reasonable convergence criterion based
on the total change in(z; �; �; �). We noticed that� (regardless
of region label) would usually increase without approaching a
finite limiting value. To circumvent this problem, we imposed
a ceiling on� of 500. We do not yet understand why� does
not approach a finite fixed point. JENT and MI used the same
initial conditions as MIX forf .For�, the initial conditions used
somewhat favored good overlap between the first three MR and
ET classes. This initial condition was not necessary for the
algorithm MR since the anatomical pixel-region segmentation
labels exert a much stronger constraint in this case. Finally,
when perfect information is assumed as in the algorithm MIz,
the values ofz are frozen and never updated. Since� depends
onz, it is never updated as well.

The results shown in Figure 1 illustrate the different
behaviors we would have expected from the seven algorithms.
Since EM-1 uses an early stopping criterion, the reconstructed
image looks smoother than its late stopping rule EM-2
counterpart. The EM reconstruction progressively becomes
less biased with increasing number of iterations at the cost of
higher variance. The EM-2 anecdotal reconstruction looks very
choppy and this is due to increased variance. Addition of the
mixture of Gamma prior “regularizes” the reconstruction. This
can be seen in the MIX reconstruction which has a piecewise
flat appearance (in contrast to EM-1 and EM-2). Inclusion
of the MR segmentation labels appears from the second row
on in Figure 1. In the MR reconstruction, the high bias
incurred from the misclassification of the two central bright
regions (in ET) is apparent. The central regions have been
classified in the same class as the outer non-background class.
Consequently, the intensities in this region are completely
wrong, as expected. This anecdotal reconstruction clearly
illustrates the bias produced when the ET reconstruction is over
constrained by the anatomical segmentation labels. The JENT
and MI reconstructions are very similar and both avoid the
problems created by the aforementioned over commitment. The
central regions for the most part have their own pixel-region
classification labels. The bias/variance images and plot shown
in Figure 2 quantitatively demonstrate the differences between
the seven algorithms. The better coupling model used in JENT
and MI has a payoff in terms of reduced overall biasand
variance. Clearly, the perfect information algorithm MIz is the
best and is used here for calibration.

IV. D ISCUSSION ANDCONCLUSION

Lack of space makes it difficult for us to dwell on
competing approaches in any great detail. We have not found
any other work employing mixture models to express the
anatomy-function co-occurrence data. There are several
other approaches in the literature that attempt to use
anatomy-function correlation to improve ECT reconstruction
[1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 6]. Of these approaches, [3, 5, 7] use ECTline
processesmodulated by anatomical boundaries. This makes it
very difficult to compare with our region-based (as opposed to
boundary-based) approach. Perhaps closest to our approach
is the one taken in [2] where elaborate region-based Gibbs
models that can be modulated by anatomical information
are considered. We have not yet undertaken an experimental
comparision with this approach (or any other competing
approach). That remains a task for the future.

In summary, we have developed joint mixture models that
include anatomical segmentation information into the prior
model for Bayesian ECT reconstruction. While, in this paper,
we have restricted the anatomical information to be only
segmentationinformation, there is no reason not to consider
including the MR voxel intensities as well. The framework is
already in place for just this kind of extension. Instead of using
a mixture of Gamma on the ECT intensities, we would switch
to a multivariate Gaussian defined w.r.t to the ECTand MR
intensities. It remains to be seen if the additional modeling
complexity has a suitable payoff in bias/variance performance.
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Figure 1: Phantom and Reconstructions: Top row. Left: EM1. Middle: EM2. Right: Mixture of Gamma.Middle row . Left: MR. Middle:
Joint entropy. Right: Mutual information.Bottom row: Left: Original phantom. Right: Perfect information.
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Figure 2: Bias/variance images and plots:Left: The bias images are shown on the top with the corresponding variance image shown on the
bottom. The images correspond to the results obtained from the seven algorithms—EM1, EM2, MIX, MR, JENT, MI and MIz. Right: The
bias/variance plots corresponding to the seven algorithms. Predictably MIz, the perfect information algorithm performs best. Note that MI, the
mutual information maximization algorithm is the next best.


